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L Tenorßt Surveillance Program
FactsM

1) The main justification for the Terrorist Article tr of the United St¿tes Constitution

2)

3)

4)

s)

Surveillance Program (TSP) was the

Authorization for the Use of Military Force

(AuMÐ. @odd, P.12)

The Administration now argues that the

TSP was grounded in the "extremely

nebulous authority of the President to

defend the country" that they find in the

Constitution. @odd, P. LZ)

We need full hearings on the TSP before

the Intelligence and Judiciary CommiJtees-

@odd, p.I{;Boxer, P. 53; Feingold, P.

1ls)

It is clear that the Administration made a

big mistake in not using FISA in the first
place. A FISC judge proved earlier this

year that the TSP could be done under

FISA. (Feinstein, P. 62, 65)

The White House and tbe Departrnent of
Justice (DoJ) relied on a new and

aggressive interpretation of the President's

Article tr authority, a new and expanded

view of Presidential authority- (Feinstein,

p.62)

gives the President the authority to conduct

warrantless surveillances to collect foreign

intelligence inforrnation. There is nothing new

or aggressive about relying on Aficle II
authority in the context of foreign intelligence

surveillance. Courts, including the FISA Court

of Review in the In Re Sealed Case der;ision

(2002),and the 4ü Circuit in the Truong case,

among others, have long recognized

distinctions between domestic and foreign
surveillance-and the President's authority to

conduct foreign intelligence surveillance' The

Clinton Administration recognized this

authority when it conducted a warrantless

search of Aldrich Ames' residence in 1993' It
is this Article tr authority that always has been

the foundation and main justifrcation for the

President' s Terrorist Surveillance Program
(ISP), initiated in the wake of the September

1 1ü terrorist attacks.

As reflected in its report accompanying S-

22,4:8,the Senate Select Committee on

Intelligence (SSCI) has done a thorough,

comprehensive, and non-partisan review of the

TSP, holding numerous hearings and briefings

on the TSP and telecom carier liabilify. Given

the sensitivity of the TSP, the SSCI is the only
Committee with jurisdiction that is capable of
so¡d¡çring fulI hearings. The National

Security Agency (NSA) lnspector General,

who has the necessary expertise, has also

6) New reports suggest that the

Admini stration began its warrantless

spying even before 9/11. In clea¡ violation
of FISA and the Fourth Ahendment' it
never told the FISC what it was doing. We

still don't know how deePlY the TSP

invaded the privacy of millions of innocent

Americans. (KennedY, P. 69)

7) Numerous reports indicate tnat tUe tSp
covered not only international calls, but

conducted oversight of the TSP since 2OO2.

For these reasons, an historical Inspector

General audit of ttre TSP is unnecessary.

Exactly what the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Court (FISC) knew about the TSP

cannot be stated publicly, but any Senator can

on that issue.
domestic calls with friends, neighbors, and come to the SSCI for a
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8)

e)

The DoJ legat opinions on the TSP were

"flimsy." The opinions are beíng classifred

to protect the President's political security,

noi our national security- (Wyden, p. 82)

An audit of the President's illegal
wiretapping program by relevant inspectors

g"oetul is long overdue. (Feingold, p' ll2)

loved ones. (KennedY, P. 70) fnere is no 
"vidence 

to substantiate claims

about warrantless spylng on Americans prior to

the 9lL1 terrorist attacks. Nor is there any

evidence to substantiate the claim that the TSP

covered domestic calls between friends,

neighbors, and loved ones. As the President

has stated, the TSP involved the collection of
international catls involving members of aI

Qaeda.

Some argue that the TSP should have been

conducted under the Foreign lntelligence

Surveillance Act (FISA). A decision by a

FISC judge this past spring, however, proved

that the TSP could notbe done under FISA as

it existed at that time- This decision resulted in

significant intelligence gaps and led to the need

foi, and passage of, the Protect America Act
(PAA).

Some Senators have made negative comments

about the legal reasoning by DoJ in support of
the TSP. In tr¡rn, such comments have been

used to argue against any liability protection

for the carriers who allegedly assisted the

Government. Atthough one or two Members

of Congress who have reviewed the opinions

question DoJ's analysis, I have reviewed the

ópinions and found them soundly reasoned'

Blcause the TSP involved highly sensitive

sources and methods, the DoJ legal opinions

are classified and their contents cannot be

discussed publiclY.
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II. FISA as the Exclusive Means to Conduct
Ele ctronic Sarv eillnnc e

Facts

nI. Foreign Tørgeting

M
10¡ Congtessional intent from 1978 is clear'

Congress clearly intended for FISA to be

the exclusive m€ans under which the

Executive branch could conduct electronic

surveillance. (Feinstein, P.- 64)

11) "But the Bush Administfation apparently

decided that FISA was an inconvenience'"
(Kennedy, P. 70)

12) Arguing that the President has inherent

constitutional authority to wiietap withoùt
a court order is "an invitation to
lawlessness." (Feingold, P. 115)

13) Corig¡ess has spoken very clearly in FISA

¿¡d limited the Presidenl's power to

conduct surveillance. The President must

follow the law that Congress passes.

(Feingold, P. 1 15-1 16)

14) Warr¿ntless spying th¡eatens to undermine

our democratic society unless legislation
brinss it under control. (Dodd, p. f 6)

nte Constitltion is the highest law in the land

and trumps any statute. It is false to suggest

that the President has no inherent constitutional

authority to conduct warantless surveillance

for foreign intelligence purposes because

Congress nied to limit it in FISA. Congress in
1978 recogmzúthe tension between the Act it
was creating and the President's inherent

authority under Article tr.

Because Congress cannot by legislation

exterminate a President's constitutional power,

if Congress wanted to go further, the

Constitution would have to be changed'

Warrantless surveillance for foreign

intelligence collection has been an integral part

of our nation's foreign intelligence gathering'

During World War II, our warrantless

surveillance of the German and Japanese

militaries and the breaking of their codes

preserved our democracY.

fne SSCI bill only allows targeting of persons

outside the U.S. to obøin/oreign íntellþence

infortnaÍíoz. This is not a new fomr of
surveillance; the NSA has been doing this

since its inception. Nor is it dragnet

surveillance. The targets of acquisition must

be foreigu targets (e.g., suspected terrorists or

spies) and the Attorney General and the

Director of National Intelligence @N[) must

certify that a significant purpose of the

15)The SSCI bill permits the Government to

acquire foreigners' communications with

fl¡asriçans inside the United States,

regardless of whether anyone involved in
the communication is under any suspicion

of wrongdoing. There is no requirement

that the foreign targets of this surveillance

be terrorists, spies, or other types of
criminals. (Feingold, P- 33)
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N. LinhiW Protecti'on

people overseas will be swept up in this

new form of surveillance. (Feingold, p' 33;

KennedY, P.67)

17)We are talking about a huge dragnet that

will sweeP uP innsssa¡ Americans'

(Feingold, P. 33)

18) "Parents of children call family members

overse¿Is. Students e-mail friends they have

met while studying abroad . ' ' We are

going to give the Governmentbroad new

po*ðtt that will lead to the collection of

much more inforrration on innocent

Americans." (Feingold, P' 33)

19) The SSCI bill has an enormous problem:

the complete lack of incentives for the

Government to target people overseas

rather than people in the United States'

(Feingold, P. LLZ)

communicate with completely innocent i"rot*^-".ample, if a foreign target is

believed to be an agent or member of al Qaeda'

then all the communications of that target

could be intercePted.

Since the acquisition is targeted against

suspected terrorists and the vast majority of

intercepts are overseas, only Americans who

communicate with those suspected terrorists

will have those specific communications

monitored. If those same colnmunications turn

out to be innocent, they will be "minimized"'

or suppressed, so that Americans' privacy

interests are protected. It is misleading to

suggest that the Intelligence Corrmunity is

spytìg on parents who are salling their

"hildten 
overseas, on students who are talking

with their friends, or on our soldiers on the

battlefield. Our intelligence professionals are

busy tracking real terrorists, members of al

q"tda not listening to family discussions or

conversations between classmates'

As a practical matter, if the Intelligence

Community becomes interested in the

communications of a person in the United

States, they seek a Title Itr criminal warrant or

a FISA order to intercePt øll of the

communications of that person, not just the

communications with the target overseas'

fn nis originaf FISA modernization request,

made in April 2OO7,the DNI asked for full
tiability protection for all those allegedly

involved in the TSP. The SSCI weighed the

arguments in favor of and against liabitity
prãt ttion. In its considered judgment, the

SSCI deterrrined that civil liability protection

for the providers was not only fair, but it was

the only way to safeguard our intelligence

,out""i and methods and to ensure that the

@toclaimthatfailing
to give retroactive immuiúty will make the

telecoms less likely to cooperate in the

tutr¡re. (Dod{ P. 19)

21) We ¿¡s ralking about protecting companies

that complied with surveillance requests

they knew were illegal; it is premature to

be talking about this subject' (Kennedy' p'
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provtders would be wílling to cooperate with
iegitimate requests in the future. The SSCI has

22) Ttre President is demanding immunity
without tetling all Members of Congress

which companiss broke the law, how they

broke the law, or why they broke the law.

He is asking Congress to legislate in the

dark. (KennedY, P.71)

23)The Administration has used the scare

tactic of claiming that lawsuits will
jeopardize national security by leaking

sensitive information. The media has

already exposed the TSP and it would be

foolish to assume that terrorists don't
already know we are trying to intercept
their communications- (Kenriedy, p- 7 l;
Dod{ p. ls)

z4)Irissheer nonsense to suggest that

allowing the lawsuits to proceed might
jeopardize national security by detening
future cooperation. The companies already

have full immunity under FISA. (Kennedy,

p.7l;Feingold, P. 113; Dodd, P. 15)

25)Voting for emnesty will be a vote for
silence, secrecy, and illegality. (Kennedy'

p-72)

26) After the SSCI dealt with the

Administration' s original concern that

FISA needed to be modernized, the

fidministration asked for something else-
this total grant of immunity. (Wyden' p.

83)

27) Substitution will give the carriers the

protection of the courts and the

Government can control the case for
national security purposes. (Cardin, p. 110)

determined that the companies that allegedly

assisted the Government with the TSP acted in
good faith and relied upon representations from
the highest levels of Government that the

program was lawful. Further, because the

Government has asserted the state secrets

privilege, the companies cannot prove that they

are entitted to statutory immunity. The use of
the terrr "aûulest5f" is incorrect in this context

because it assumes that the alleged carriers did

something illegal. These carriers deserve

liability protectíon, not amnesty.

The documents that are most relevant to
whether the providers acted in good faith are

the letters from the Government to the

providers. The SSCI read these letters several

months before the Committee's vote on its bill.
The providers never saw the DoJ legal

opinions or Presidential authorizations that

were made available to the SSCI shortly before

the vote.

Although the media exposed the TSP, it is
important to remember that anyone who served

as ã source for that article violated the law and

their oath to protect and defend the

Constitution of the United States. While it is
true that the existence of the TSP has been

revealed, details about the program have not'

Each day that these lawsuits continue-with
the prospect of civil discovery-brings new

risks that sensitive details about our

intelligence sources and methods will be

revealed. As General Hayden stated, the

disclosure of the TSP has had a significant

impact on inælligence collection. We should

not give terrorists any additional insight

through continued TSP litigation.

Substitution does not give the c4{4erq ¡4eqBte
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28)Arguments in favor of immunity are false

and misleading e.8., supporfers claim that

only foreign cornmunications, not
domestic, were targeted; lack of immunity
witl make telecoms less likely to cooperate;

telecoms cannot defend themselves without
exposing state secrets; telecoms are already

protected by common law principles; leaks

from trial could damage national security;

and telecoms will suffer damage to
reputation and business. (Dodd, p- 123-

rzs)

29)Retroactive irnmunity could prevent the

courts from mling on the TSP, one of the

worst abuses of executive power in our
Nation's history. (Feingold, p. 115)

30)If we grant immunity, we will make the

same mistakes we made with the USA
PATRIOT Act. The PATRIOT Act was

passed without sufficient time to consider

its implications and not enougü was done

to fix it during the reauthorization period.

As a result, thee courts have struck down

provisions as being unconstitutional.
(Feingold, p. 36)

31)DM Mike McConnell is becoming "an

accident¿l truth-teller" when it comes to

canier liability protection. (Dodd' p-20)

protection. Civil discovery would still be

allowed to proceed against them, thereby

exposing them to further harm and further

risking disclosure of our sources and methods-

As evidenced by the ongoing litigation, and the

court's refusal to accept the state secrets

assertion, the Government cannot always

control the case for national security purposes-

Some Senators have claimed that the

arguments in favor of immunity are false and

misteading. Such statements reflect a startling

lack of knowledge about the electronic
surveillance conducted by our Intelligence
Community and the vital role ptayed by
providers. These points were resolved in favor
of immunity by the SSCI in its bipartisan l3-2
bill. Our intelligence and law enforcement

agencies rely on the willingness of providers to

cooperate, including in emergencies (as with
the kidnapping of a child). Court orders are

not always required for collection (e.g., 50

U.S.C. $ 1802(a), consent searches, etc.). Yet,

some carriers already have told us that if they

are not given liability protection, they will be

unwilling to help without court orders or
compulsion.

The SSCI civil tiability provision applies only
to providers. It does not apply to any

Government officials. There currently are

seven cases related to the TSP that are pending

against Government officials. These cases will
continue-

DNI McConnell has served his country

honorably in many positions. Throughout this

debate, he and other intelligence professionals

who will have to implement the law that we

pass gave unbiased advice and technical

assistance. They assisted Democrats and

Republicans in order to ensure that the

Intelligence Community has the tools it need to

us, including the continued
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of our private partners. Attacking his integrity

to score political points is unseemly and

unjustif,red.

Provisions in the PATRIOT Act broke down

the walls between criminal and intelligence

information sharing. All but two provisions

were reauthorized permanently after an

extensive review by Congress. The three cases

in which certain provisions have been declared

unconstítutional are still pending appellate

revlew.

V. The House RESTORE Act

The RESTORE Act's unreasonable resftictions

on collection and use of information would

shut down our intelligence agencies. It
requires prior court approval to target foreign

terrorists overseas, but seeks to maintain the

unworkable distinction of foreign to foreign

comnunications-we cannot know whom a

terrorist target is calling when intercepts are

initiated. It limits the type of foreign

intelligence inforrration that may be collected

or disseminated, to exclude any information

about the foreign affairs of the United States'

It mandates a two-year sunset and requires the

FISC to ¿Issess compliance with targeting

procedures and guidetines. It does not provide

any forrr of retroactive liability protection for
those providers who allegedly assisted with the

TSP. As a result, the DNI has stated that he

cannot support the RESTORE Act.

32)The House RESTORE Act t¿kes a

balanced approach to civil liberties and

national security and gives the Intelligence
Community " great fl exibility" to conduct

surveillance on overseas targets- (Leahy' p-

138)

vr.
hs

Senøte Jud.icinry Committee Substitute
Facts

While the Judiciary Committee may have

'lvanted to" make sure that the Intelligence
Community has the tools it needs, the SSCI

f¡)fne Judiciary Comminee made critical
improvements to ensure independent
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and to better protect innocent Americans.
(Feingold, p.32)

34)The Judiciary Committee wanted to make
sure that the bill gives the Intelligence
Corrnrunity the tools it needs, particularly
with respect to foreign to foreign
communications. (Cardin, p. 109)

35) The differences between the SSCI and
Judiciary bills have nothing to do with "our
ability to combat terrorism." (Feingold, p.
111)

36)The Judiciary Committee process w¿rs

better than the SSCI's as it was open and
allowed outside experts and the public at
large to review and comment. (Feingold, p.
34,'lll; Leahy, p.137)

actually did so. The DM has advised that if
the Judiciary Committee Substitute is part of
the bill sent to the President, he will
recommend a veto, as the "improvements" that
the Judiciary Committee made to this bill will
ensure that the Intelligence Community does
nothave the tools it needs to track effectivelv
terrorists and spies.

The differences between the two bills have
everything to do with the ability to combat
terrorism. The SSCI bill was coordinated with
Intelligence Community experts and operators
to ensure that there were no unintended
consequences. The DNI has stated that he will
support the SSCI bill, with amendments to two
provisions, because it gives him the tools
needed to combat terrorism. In contrast, the
opinions of Intelligence Community experts
were not factored into most of the controversial
provisions in the Judiciary bill. As a result" the
Judiciary Committee Substitute would gut our
intelligence collection capabilities.

For example, the Judiciary Committee bill
would replace the judgment of trained
inælligence analysts with that of FISC judges.
The FISC itself recognized in a published
opinion on December I l, 2W7, that only the
Executive branch has the necessary expertise in
the national security arena. In addition, the
exclusivity provision in the Judiciary bill
would prohibit the use of grand jury subpoenas
and other law enforcement or intelligence tools
to obtain foreign intelligence information.
Finally, by inserting an unnecessary
prohibition against bulk collection, the
Judiciary Committee bill creates operational
and legal impediments that could shut
collection down.

As we learned from the PAA process and the
House RESTORE Act, the focus on "foreign to
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foreign communications" is misplaced. It is
not always possible to tell if a communication
is going to travel from a foreign target to
another foreigner. Thus, the collection could
not begin or court orders would be required
beforehand in all instances.

Mvths
wI. sscl Bill, s.2248

37)The SSCI bill's safeguards against abuse,

against the needless targeting of ordinary
Americans, are far too weak. The bill
concentrates far too much Power in the

hands of the Administration. @odd, p. 60)

38) Problems with the SSCI bill: redefinition of
electronic surveillance is unnecessary;

there a¡e no consequences if the FISC
rejects the targeting/minimization
procedures; it does not contain a "reverse
targeting" prohibition; it allows warranfless
interception of purely domestic
communications; and it does not require an

independent review of the TSP. (Kennedy,

p. 68; Feingold, p.II2-ll3)

39)Five flaws with the SSCI bilt safeguards

against targeting Americans (its
minimization procedures) are insuffrcient;
fails to protect Americans from "reverse

targeting;" might actually allow warrantless

wiretapping of Americans to continue
because it lacks strong exclusivity
language; lacks strong protections against

bulk collection; and has a 6-year sunset.

@odd, p. 87-88)

The SSCI bill was crafted carefully with
Intelligence Community experts to ensure that

there were no unintended operational
consequences. Independent outside experts on

FISA and national security were also

consulted. This bill goes farther than ever

before in providing a meaningful role for the

courts and Congress in overseeing these

acquisitions. There are express prohibitions
against "reverse targeting" and the targeting of
a person inside the United States without a
court order. Americans abroad are given new
protections. The acquisitions must also

comply with the Fourth Amendment.

The clarification of the definition of electronic
surveillance is necessary to ensure that the
activities authorized are not erroneously
considered electronic surveillance under Title I
of FISA. The FISC will review the targeting
and minimization procedures to ensure that
they compty with the law. If the FISC finds
deficiencies in the procedures, it can order the

Government to correct the deficiency or ceÍÌse

the acquisition.

The SSCI bill reiterates the 1978 FISA
exclusivity provision. There is nothing in this
bill that will allow the warrantless wiretapping
of Americans in violation of Title Itr (criminal
wiretaps) or FISA. The targeting allowed by
this bill is not dragnet surveillance-it is

at foreisners outside the United States.
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A 6-year, or longer, sunset is necessary to give
the Intelligence Community enough certainty
in the tools and authorities it has to Eack
terrorists and spi

FactsM
VIil. Cølls Involving U.S. Citizens

40) It is essential to our freedom to require a

FISC order to continue surveillance when a
call involves U.S. citizens. (Boxer, p. 53)

It is operaúonally impossible to require a court
order any time a call involves a U.S. cittzen-
For thirty years, the krtelligence Community
has used minimization procedures when
inadvertently intercepting calls to or from non-
târget U.S. persons. "Minimizatton" means
that intercepts that have no terrorism value will
be suppressed; that is, they will not be used or
shared even with other Govenrment agencies.
These minimization procedures have worked
well, and under this bill, they are subject to
FISC approval. Because ít cannot be known in
advance whether a foreign target is going to
call, or be called by, a U.S. person, either the
surveillance cannot be done or court orders
would have to be obtained onøll foreign
targets ahead of time just in case they
communicate with a U.S. person. This
requirement would shut down our intelligence
capabilities.

Moreover, it is unsound policy to require a

FISC order. If a terrorist target abroad calls a
United States person, that may be the most
important call to intercept to protect us from
terrorist attacks. Would the Senator really
mean that the call could not be intercepted until
a massive court filing is prepared and reviewed
by Government lawyers and operators, and
submitted to the FISC who must first review
the application and supporting documents and
then issue an order?
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ß. Foreign Intelligence Surveillnnce Court
Facts

4l) The FISA framework in place is enough to
keep us safe. @odd,p.17)

42) Regarding the suggestion to have the FISC
review the good faith of the carriers before
immunity is granted: the FISC sits,,Z4l7,
and this is all they do, they would act en
banc." (Feinstein, p. 66)

43) The FISC was set up for the purpose of
determining whether the carriers acted in
good faith and it has the expertise in this
area. (Cardin, p. 110)

44)T\e FISC doesn't issue writæn opinions.
(Cardin, p. 110)

45) Allowing the FISC to assess compliance is
necessary; otherwise, the Government's
dissemination and use of information on
innoceng law-abiding Americans will be
unchecked. (Feingold, p. ll2)

46) Re: the number of orders granted by the
FISC in the past 25 years-out of 18,0O0
requests, only 5 have been rejected. @odd,
p. 133)

47)Congtess needs to obtain FISA pleadings
because it "may be critical to understanding
¡þs ¡sasolning behind any particular
interpretation as well as how the
Government interprets and seeks to
implement the law." (Feingol d" p. Il2)

The FISC was set up to issue orders for
electronic surveillance conducted on individual
targets inside the United States. It was not set
up to make determinations on the good faith of
providers in cooperating with a hesidentially-
authorized warrantless surveillance program.
It was not set up to second-guess the decisions
of trained analysts as to which terrorists to
track by assessing compliance with
minimization procedures. As reflected in the
FISC's opinion of December 11, 2007 , the
FISC judges are not experts in foreign
intelligence activities and they do not make
judgments on the need for particular
surveillances. Congress is in the best position
to review whether the carriers acted in good
faith. After a thorough review of this issue, the
SSCI voted overwhelmingly in favor of carrier
Iiability protection.

The FISC does not sit2417; rather, it is
composed of U.S. District Court Judges from
throughout the country who have full caseloads
in their own districts and who come to
Washington, D.C., on a rotating basis to issue
FISA orders. It would, in fact, be difficult to
get them together to sit en banc. The FISC
regularly issues classified written orders or
opinions, and it (or the FISA Court of Review)
has published three of those opinions in its
history, including the FISC's opinion on
December 11,2007.

V/ith the pÍrssage of the PAA, significant
intelligence gaps have been closed. prior to
the PAA, the FISA framework was not
suffrcient and led to the creation of those gaps.
It is misleading to imply that rhe TSp could
have been "rubber-stamped" by the FISC. On
the contary, it was an adverse FISC ruting that
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Føcts

to the passage of the PAA-

The SSCI bill has a provision that broadens
current congressional access to certain FISC
orders, opinions, and decisions. There is no
need to obtain related pleadings as the Court's
deæisions adequately reflect any legal
reasoning. Requiring the pleadings,
particularly going back 5 years, will place an
unnecessary administrative burden on already
shained resources.

X. The Protect Amerícø Act

48) The Protecr America ect wasiÇotiarø in
secret at the last minute. (Kennedy, p- 6g)

49)The PAA process wÍìs flawed and resulted
in flawed legislation, with few people
knowing what the language would actually
do. (Kennedy, p. 68)

50)The PAA was rushed throlgh the Senate in
an atmosphere of fear and intimidation
after the Arlminis¡¿1ion "reneged on
agreements reached with congressional
leaders." ([,eahy, p. 137)

The only secret negotiations during the pAA
process were those between the Democratic
leaders of the SSCL the House permanenr
Select Committee on Intelligence, the Senate
Judiciary Committee, the House Judiciary
Committee, and the House and Senate. No
Republicans were atlowed to participate in
these negotiations, notwithstanding the
extensive work on FISA modernization that
had been done already on a bipartisan basis by
the SSCI.

As a resulg the counte¡proposal to the pAA
was not even available for review until less
than one hour before the vote; conversely, the
substantive text of the pAA, as ultimateþ
enacted, was available one week before the
vote and was on the Senate Calenda¡ two days
prior. The PAA did what it was intended to
do: close the intelligence gaps which
th¡eatened the security of our country.

The DNI did not renege on any..agreements."
He consistently stated that he had to see text
before he could make any promises.


